Rib roughness introduced in flow passages is a popular method of enhancing heat transfer in the cooling/heating passages, e.g., in turbine blades, combustors, and compact heat exchangers. It is essential to accurately predict the enhancement of heat transfer generated by the ribs to ensure good design decisions. The enhancement might be predicted by experiments and/or numerical methods. This study is focused on numerical methods, based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD). One of the main difficulties in CFD is the reliable modelling of the underlying physics of the turbulence. One way to handle this problem could be numerically solve the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS), the energy equation and proper models for the turbulence field. This chapter describes some recent advances and efforts to validate and apply RANS-based models for prediction of turbulent flow and heat transfer in ribbed ducts, relevant to gas-turbine cooling and heat exchange in some compact heat exchangers. The evaluated turbulence models include a basic low-Reynolds-number (low-Re) k − model (AKN), and two promising higher-order models: namely, the explicit algebraic stress model (EASM), and the k − − v 2 models. All these models are validated with available 2D and 3D experimental heat transfer and fluid-flow data. Some conclusions are reached on their suitable application.
Introduction
Repeated rib-turbulators in a flow passage at periodic intervals can enhance the removal of heat for many engineering applications. The flow-separation zones upstream and downstream of the ribs generate recirculating flows in the passage, and the anisotropic Reynolds stresses at corners (of non-circular ducts) induce secondary flows across the ducts, so that the turbulence and heat-transfer levels increase significantly, with the penalty of a higher pressure loss. Therefore, it is essential to accurately predict the enhancement of heat transfer and increase of pressure loss generated by the ribs to ensure overall good performance. Computations of flow and heat transfer through ribbed passages need appropriate turbulence models and most of the computations presented in the literature employed highRe models with the wall function approach. However, the anisotropic nature of the near-wall turbulence and the secondary motion across the wall sub-layer make the wall-function approach inappropriate. Nowadays, with the continuous increase of computation capacities, low-Re turbulence models are becoming more and more popular in predicting the heat transfer and fluid flow in ribbed ducts, where the computation is integrated into the viscous sub-layer close to the walls. A couple of researchers have reported their findings.
Liou et al. [1] studied the heat transfer and fluid flow in a 2D ribbed channel with a k− algebraic stress model (ASM). Very good agreement with experimental heat transfer data was obtained. However, only a specific case with Re = 12, 600 was presented. One of the deficiencies of the turbulence models is their inability to fully reproduce the Reynolds-number effect on the Nusselt number, which means that more tests are needed for different Reynolds numbers and geometries.
Iacovides and Raisee [2] carried out computations of periodic flow and heat transfer through stationary and rotating ducts of square cross-section with ribroughened walls. They considered a zonal k − model, a low-Re k − model and a low-Re differential-stress model. The low-Re differential-stress model yielded thermal predictions that were superior to those of low-Re k − model, although the RSM model needed a much higher computational effort.
Saidi and Sundén [3, 4] studied the turbulent convective heat transfer in 3D rib-roughened ducts, using a simple eddy-viscosity model (EVM) and an explicit algebraic-stress model (EASM). As reported, the EASM showed some superiority over the EVM in prediction of the velocity field, but the mean thermal predictions were not very different.
Bonhoff et al. [5] studied the flow characteristics in square channels with 45 oangled ribs using an RSM model in the commercial code FLUENT. Detailed comparisons were made between flow results and PIV experimental data. The simulated mean velocity, normal to the ribbed wall, was quite different compared to the experiments. It seems that the RSM does not necessarily perform better than the two-equation models. In fact, the RSM models have not consistently produced results of higher quality than simpler turbulence closures for wall-bounded flows, although the RSM models showed superior performance in predicting flows with swirling or buoyancy forces.
Tsai et al. [6] evaluated five low Reynolds number turbulence models for the prediction of fully developed fluid flow in an asymmetric-ribbed channel against experimental results from Liou et al. [1] . The so-called Yap [7] correction was also added to some of these models. Durbin's [8] model with Yap correction performed best among these five models, but the prediction of the Nusselt number between the ribs was still not satisfactory.
Jang et al. [9] employed a multi-block solver to study the heat transfer and fluid flow in two-pass channels with 60 o ribs. In their study the near-wall secondmoment closure model was shown to predict the heat transfer more faithfully than the two-layer k − model.
Iaccarino et al. [10] presented numerical results for heat transfer in 2D ribbed channels and pipes, using the k − − v 2 model of Durbin [8] . The computation was carried out in FLUENT, where the k − − v 2 model was implemented by the user-defined functions (UDF). The results by the k − − v 2 model showed very good agreement with the experiments.
Iacovides and Raisee [11] carried out computations of periodic flow and heat transfer through stationary ribbed pipes and channels. They pointed out the defi-ciency of the turbulence models tested to fully reproduce the Reynolds-number effect on the Nusselt number in ribbed passages. This suggests that numerical studies aiming to assess and develop turbulence models suitable for heat-transfer predictions through ribbed passages should carry out comparisons over a wide range of Reynolds numbers.
More recently, Bredberg et al. [12] employed an improved k − ω turbulence model and the k − − v 2 model of Durbin to study fully developed heat transfer and fluid flow in 3D ribbed square ducts. The Reynolds-stress tensor was modelled through the Boussinesq hypothesis for both of the models. The predictions from these two models was equally good. In addition, the authors showed that the Nusselt-number distribution at the symmetry line on the ribbed side-wall from a 3D mesh was the same as that predicted by a 2D computation.
Yutaka et al. [23] carried out the direct numerical simulation (DNS) for a duct roughened with riblets. However, as stated by the authors, to simulate a turbulent flow implementing a thermal field over a rough wall is still far beyond the scope of DNS, if practical turbulent flows of the high Reynolds number are treated. Nevertheless, it is helpful in guiding the development of turbulence models.
Unfortunately, many of the numerical simulations leave too many questions unanswered concerning the performance of the models from an engineer's point of view. There is a need to consider different geometries with different flow situations and stresses to draw conclusions about the performance of the model. Some of the tests above have, for example, only considered one size of the ribs or only one Re. A model may perform well for small rib sizes as the stresses in the fluid are only moderate. A larger rib size may induce higher levels of stresses and much greater anisotropic effects and totally degrade the predictive ability, which is clearly demonstrated by Abdon and Sundén [13] . The performance can, of course, also be affected by the Reynolds number of the flow as stated in [11] , and therefore different Reynolds number should be tested.
In addition, as stated by Hanjalic [14] , and Shih and Sultanian [15] , it seems that the use of advanced and computationally expensive models, like RSM, do not consistently imply improved results, mainly because of the erroneous representation of the near-wall variation of the stresses and/or length scale, which are critical in heat-transfer computations. This poses a problem for these models and further development is required. Simplifications of the RSM models are mainly in two directions: one is toward the non-linear constitutive relations of the Reynolds stresses, while using only two equations to obtain the time and length scales, such as the EASM; the other is to selectively model key flow physics deemed essential, while retaining the linear construction of the Reynolds stresses, such as the k − − v 2 model. Both the EASM and k − − v 2 models seem promising. However, systematic comparisons of the two models with available experimental data could not be found in the open literature. This chapter aims partly to contribute to this.
There exists a variety of experimental investigations concerning ribbed ducts. Good reviews can be found in Sundén [16] . However, some contradiction exists between different authors. For example, the experimental studies of both Han et al. [17] and Olsson and Sundén [18] show that the rectangular ducts roughened with upstream pointing V-shaped ribs performed better than those pointing downstream. However, results to the contrary were obtained by Taslim et al. [19] , Gao and Sundén [20] . In the study of Han et al., an inline rib arrangement was used, while ribs were set staggered in the other three studies.
The contradiction might be due to the differences in the experimental conditions. For a better understanding of the heat-transfer process in V-shaped-ribbed ducts, the flow geometry and turbulence conditions are required; only then can a comparison be made between different experimental data sets. Due to the difficulties in performing and comparing experiments, an accurate numerical study of the problem is helpful in quantifying the effects of the various parameters of interest. This presents another purpose of this chapter. Computations are conducted to clarify the contradiction existing on which pointing direction is preferable for Vshaped ribs. The results of different rib angles (45 o and 90 o ) and Reynolds number (14,000-30,000) are compared to determine the performance levels of different rib orientations. Detailed velocity and thermal field results have been used to explain the effects of the inclined ribs and the mechanisms of heat-transfer enhancement.
Problem statement
This chapter focuses attention on the evaluation of turbulence models on predicting the heat transfer and fluid flow in ribbed ducts, and simulating the detailed heat transfer mechanism in V-shaped ribbed ducts. All the considered cases are listed in Table 1 . Figure 1a shows a period of a ribbed duct with H/e = 5 and P/e = 7.2, which corresponds to the experimental setup of [1] . The hydraulic diameter D h = 2H. The fully developed periodic heat transfer and fluid flow at Re = 12, 600 and 37, 200 are calculated with constant heat-flux boundary condition on the ribroughened wall and surfaces of the ribs, while the smooth wall is insulated. Figure 1b shows the flow configuration of a straight square duct with one-sided transverse ribs mounted periodically, which is in accordance with Rau et al. [21] . The ratio of pitch to rib height (P/e) is equal to 9, and the ratio of rib height to hydraulic diameter (e/D) is 10. Thanks to the periodic and symmetric properties of the geometry, the calculation domain is selected as indicated in Figure 1b , to minimize the computational effort. The considered Reynolds-number is 30,000. Both the ribbed (including the surfaces of the ribs) and smooth walls were set as constant heat-flux boundaries. Figure 1c shows the flow configuration of a straight duct with in-line V-shaped ribs mounted on two opposite walls periodically. The angle of a V-shaped rib can [17] . Due to the periodic and symmetric properties of the geometry, the calculation domain is selected as indicated in Figure 1c , to minimize the computational effort. The considered Reynolds-number range is from 14,000 to 35,000. Both the ribbed (including the surfaces of the ribs) and smooth walls were set as constant heat-flux boundaries.
3 Governing equations and turbulence models
Governing equations
The governing equations to be solved are the incompressible continuity, momentum, and energy equations and the transport equations for the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation added through the turbulence models. The fluid properties are assumed constant, which is a reasonable assumption compared to the corresponding experiments.
where τ ij = −u i u j is known as the specific Reynolds stress tensor, and c p t u j are the specific turbulent heat fluxes. Both of these terms need to be modelled. This is known as the closure problem of turbulence. β and γ are the non-periodic pressure and temperature gradients along the main stream direction, respectively.
Turbulence models
For the turbulence description, the goal is to account for the relevant physics by using as simple mathematical models as possible. The considered turbulence models are all the so-called low Reynolds number models. The most popular turbulence model is the two-equation k − model, in which the following two equations are solved for the turbulent kinetic energy k and its dissipation rate . It is so well known, in the turbulence modelling community, that it is referred to as the standard k − model. Almost all the models presented in this chapter involve solving of these two equations:
where T = k/ is the time scale, and
∂xj is the production of turbulent kinetic energy. The following expressions are valid for all the models:
where S ij is the rate of mean strain and W ij the rate of mean rotation.
Only the three evaluated turbulence models are presented as follows, and more general discussions on various turbulence models can be found in, e.g., Wilcox [25] .
The linear model of Abe et al. [24] (AKN)
The following relations are used:
where
, and y is the normal distance to the nearest wall. The coefficients are chosen as,
The explicit algebraic stress model (EASM) [26, 27]
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It is obvious that eqn (14) presents a non-linear or higher-order expression for the specific turbulent stresses. The coefficients in this model are chosen as
and
(18) The invariant coefficients are
The low-Re version of the EASM applied in this chapter was suggested by Rokni [27] , where the same damping functions are adopted as the AKN model. This suggestion involves the introduction of damping functions into the coefficients:
The EASM is generally more robust due to the elimination of the implicit equations for the Reynolds stresses, and has performance similar to those of ASM models.
k − − v 2 models
Another way to simplify the stress transport equations is to selectively model the key flow physics deemed essential. Durbin's k − − v 2 model [8] belongs to this category in which damping functions are not used in the near-wall region, so that it appears more universal. Two versions of the k − − v 2 model have been developed since its first introduction by Durbin in 1995. These originated from the desire to eliminate the use of the wall distance and to improve the numerical behavior related to the wall boundary conditions for and f . In this study, the version in [8] is considered, because this version has been found to perform better than the other two versions in the authors' previous studies.
This model extends the use of k − models by incorporating near-wall turbulence anisotropy and non-local pressure-strain effects, while retaining a linear www.witpress.com, ISSN 1755-8336 (on-line) eddy-viscosity assumption. Two additional equations are solved. The first determines the velocity fluctuation normal to the streamlines, v 2 , i.e.,
where kf represents redistribution of turbulence energy from the stream-wise to the stream-normal component.
The second transport equation is solved for the global relaxation factor f . It is an elliptic relaxation equation representing non-homogeneous effects produced by the presence of walls, which avoids the need for damping functions,
The time scale T is found from
The Reynolds stresses follow the expression
and the turbulent eddy viscosity is found from
The coefficients are chosen as
The wall boundary conditions enforce the correct near-wall behavior of k and v 2 :
where indices w and 1 denote the wall and the first grid point above the wall, respectively.
It is of importance to use the time scale T , instead of k , in the source terms of the equation, to achieve a successful implementation.
Modelling of the turbulent heat fluxes
As shown in eqn (3), t u j is denoted as the specific turbulent heat fluxes, which needs to be modelled. Like classification of turbulence models for the Reynolds stresses, the models for the turbulent heat fluxes can also be classified into zero-, two-, and heat-flux equations models. In zero-equation models, an algebraic expression is used to calculate the turbulent heat fluxes, such as the simple eddydiffusivity model (SED) and generalized gradient diffusion hypothesis (GGDH). The more sophisticated the model is, the more the accuracy of the heat-flux models is dependent on the accurate prediction of the velocity fluctuation. Due to the relative inability of the present turbulence model in accurately predicting the turbulent Reynolds stresses, no heat-flux model seems to produce consistently higher-quality results. In fact, according to the authors' previous studies, the SED can provide reasonable results in many cases. Consequently, the SED model is employed in the modelling of the turbulent heat fluxes, which is based on the assumption that the Boussinesq hypothesis is equally valid for the temperature-velocity fluctuations as for the velocity-velocity fluctuations:
The turbulent Prandtl number, P r t , generally varies with the flow. However, in most of the turbulence models, a constant value is used for P r t , and is normally set to 0.89 for air, as is also used in this study.
Boundary conditions
The periodic boundary conditions are applied for all the variables. The non-periodic pressure gradient β is initially set according to known correlations and experience, and then it is adjusted to obtain the expected Reynolds number.
At solid walls, constant heat flux q w boundary conditions are used, and the noslip boundary condition is set as:
where indices w and 1 denote the wall and the first grid point off the wall, respectively. The linear temperature increase is found from the constant temperature gradient given by
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Additional equations
The Reynolds number is defined as
where the bulk mean velocity is
The Fanning friction factor is given by
The Fanning friction factor for a smooth circular tube (4000 < Re < 10 5 ) is given by the Blasius relation
In fact, this correlation is written as f 0 = 0.079Re −0.25 in many text books, such as [35] . However, the present authors used eqn (35) , in order to be in accordance with Han et al. [17] , with which the present numerical results are compared.
The Nusselt number is calculated as
where the bulk temperatures are calculated as:
The Nusselt number in a smooth circular tube (Dittus-Boelter equation) is determined by Nu 0 = 0.023Re
The Colburn j factor can be calculated from:
where the average Nusselt number is found from
Numerical solution procedure
The computations were carried out by using an in-house parallel multi-block computer code CALC-MP [28, 29] , based on the control-volume technique. The code uses a collocated mesh arrangement and employs the improved Rhie and Chow interpolation [30] to calculate the velocities at the control-volume faces. The SIM-PLEC algorithm [31] couples the pressure and velocity. An algorithm based on a tri-diagonal matrix (TDMA) is used for solving the equations. Coefficients are determined by the QUICK scheme for the momentum equations and hybrid scheme for all the other discretized equations. Under-relaxation is applied for all equations (≈ 0.5) and the source terms of turbulence equations (0.5 at the starting stage of the calculations, while 1 in the final stage), and the proper values of the relaxation parameters for good convergence behavior were found from some test calculations.
Non-uniform grids were generated, and grid refinement close to the walls was applied. As a low Reynolds number formulation is applied, it is important that the y+ value of the grid points closest to the walls is of the order of unity. The grids of subsequent calculations have about the same density, and the first grid points are always at a dimensionless distance (y+) less than 0.5 from the heated walls. In all computations the residuals are reduced by about four orders of magnitude from an initial guess.
An investigation of grid dependence was carried out for both the 2D and 3D cases. First, the test was done on the Liou case. As shown in Figure 2a , the difference between the coarse-grid (76 × 85) results and the medium-grid results (136 × 117) is less than 5%, while it is less than 1% between the medium and fine grid (198 × 160). Therefore, the result from the medium grid is believed to be sufficiently grid independent, and thus employed in the subsequent computations. Then, two successive grid refinements have been carried out for the 3D ribbed duct case to assure negligible effects of the mesh on the solutions. As shown in Figure 2b , the maximum difference between the 88 × 88 × 32 and 115 × 115 × 32 grids is less than 2%. Therefore an 82 × 82 × 32 grid was used for the validation case with one-sided ribs, while for the ducts roughened with V-shaped ribs an 82 × 56 × 32 grid was used.
Results and discussion

Evaluation of models
2D ribbed duct
The fully developed periodic heat and fluid flow in a square-ribbed duct with H/e = 5, P/e = 7.2, and Re = 12, 600 was calculated with constant heat-flux boundary condition on the rib-roughened wall and the surfaces of the ribs, while the smooth wall was insulated. The sketch of the duct configuration was depicted in Figure 1a . A 136 × 117 grid is used for this case.
In Figure 3a and b, the streamline trace is presented to show the recirculation flow and reattachment length, which plays an important role in predicting heat transfer accurately. While the big vortex is the first-kind recirculation flow induced by a negative pressure gradient, two smaller vortices can be identified at the corners that are the second-kind or stress-induced recirculations. It can be observed clearly that the two models gave quite different predictions. In the prediction of k − −v 2 , there is no reattachment point downstream of the big recirculation bubble, while there is one at about x/e = 3.5, i.e., 3e downstream of the upstream rib from the EASM model. However, Webb et al. [32] stated that this reattachment length should be 6 − 8 rib heights downstream from the separation point, and reattachment does not occur for P/e < 8. It, therefore, seems that the prediction from the EASM model is erroneous. The problem is that reasonable results were obtained for the local heat-transfer coefficients with the EASM model. As shown in Figure 4 , the EASM model gave a very good prediction of the local Nusselt number distribution. Large under-prediction was produced by the k− −v 2 model, even taking the 9% uncertainty of the experiment into consideration. It might be of interest to mention some other studies by using the k − − v 2 model, where the obtained Nu distribution for this case was in good agreement with the experiments, e.g., the study of Tsai [6] . In addition, the Yap correction is also www.witpress.com, ISSN 1755-8336 (on-line) and includes the Yap correction to the equation, the same results were obtained as Tsai found. In this way, the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy and temperature was also observed to be identical with Tsai [6] . However, the present authors checked the boundary conditions for f with Durbin [8] . It proved to be negative at the boundary, while it is positive in most of the regions. The reason for the too low prediction by the k − − v 2 model might be that at such low Reynolds numbers the predictions are sensitive to where transition occurs, and turbulence models usually do not predict it right (they are not designed or tuned for transition prediction).
The local velocity distribution at four positions, which are indicated in Figure 1a in the main flow direction, are compared with the experiments of the liou case for Re = 37, 200 in Figure 5 . Generally speaking, both of the EASM and k − − v 2 model provided accurate predictions. However, the difference between them can not be neglected. At x/e = −0.4, and 0, the results from the k − − v 2 model are in very good agreement with experiments, both close to the smooth side wall and on top of the rib, while some details are missed by the EASM predictions, especially on top of the rib. At the midway point between two successive ribs, i.e., x/e = 3.68, there is a negative U-velocity region shown in the experiments and the k− −v 2 predictions. This negative region is missed by the EASM model, because this model predicts too short a reattachment length, which is clearly demonstrated in Figure 3 . At x/e = 4.82, the k− −v 2 model also provided a faithful prediction. Till now, it seems that the k − − v 2 model gives a very good prediction of the velocity, but with too low a prediction of the Nusselt number. The EASM model behaves contrarily. What will happen if the Reynolds number is increased?
The second case studied is the bred case, where H/e = 10, and P/e = 10, with higher Reynolds number, namely 40,000, and 100,000. A 126 × 127 grid is used for this case. When the Reynolds number is increased up to 40,000, as shown in Figure 6 , large differences can be observed. In most of the region, the k − −v 2 model provides better agreement with the experiments, while the EASM model over-predicts the heat transfer severely. Actually, this is directly related to the accurate prediction of the reattachment point, as shown in Figure 3c The prediction of the recirculation zone by EASM is too short, which is about 3e similar to that for the liou case. The k − − v 2 model gives a good prediction of this recirculation zone, and the reattachment length is around 6.5e, well in accordance with the experiments. However, the AKN and EASM models predicted the distribution shape of the Nusselt number better, but the k − − v 2 model provided too low a prediction in the vicinity of the ribs. If both the value level and distribution shape are taken into consideration, one may argue that the AKN model seems more plausible for this case. If the Reynolds number is further increased to 100,000, the situation changes again, as shown in Figure 7 . The k − − v 2 model provided very good predictions, except at the region upstream of a rib. Both the AKN and EASM model gave too high predictions, although the shape of the Nusselt-number distribution seems good. In addition, the prediction of Iaccarino et al. is also enclosed here to show the correctness of the present implementation of the k − − v 2 model. Their prediction is a little lower than the present prediction. The code these authors used is FLUENT. Another difference is that they used a turbulent Prandtl number P r t = 0.9, and the molecular one P r = 0.7, while P r t = 0.89, and P r = 0.72 were applied in the present simulation. However, other reasons may prevail. It might be helpful to consider the report by Iaccarino [34] , in which the turbulent fluid flow in a diffuser was investigated with three commercial CFD codes (CFX, FLUENT, and STAR-CD): the difference between the results from the different codes are less due to details of the numerical procedures in the codes than due to the implementations of the turbulence models. Therefore, the difference between the present results and [10] could be due to the implementation details, which can not be revealed.
Till now it is not possible to state which of the three models is able to give a good prediction for all the simulated geometries and Reynolds number. Therefore, www.witpress.com, ISSN 1755-8336 (on-line) one should be cautious when validating a turbulence model. It seems unwise to apply a model validated with low-Re cases to a high-Re case, and vice versa. So far, only 2D cases were considered, where the flow structures are relatively simple. In the following section, 3D cases will be studied.
Straight duct with one-sided ribs
The first 3D problem investigated is the heat and fluid flow in straight square ducts with transverse ribs on one side, and the geometry is set identical to that of Rau et al. [21] , where local thermal and hydraulic measurements are provided. The geometry configuration is depicted in Fig. 2 . The duct has a square cross-section with ribs on the bottom wall only. The pitch to rib height ratio is 9 (P/e = 9, 12), and the rib height to hydraulic diameter is equal to 0.1 (e/D h = 0.1).
The average thermal and hydraulic results by the EASM [27] are shown in Table 2 . This table presents a comparison between predicted and experimental Nusselt numbers and friction factors at Re = 30,000. The predicted result for the friction factor is about 3.7% lower than that in the experiments. The deviations of the average Nusselt numbers on the smooth and ribbed side-walls from the experiments are -9.3% and 4.9%, respectively. in the band from approximately 5% to 10%, is taken into account, the numerical prediction is quite reasonable. In a similar study of Saidi and Sundén [3] using the EASM model, the predicted average Nusselt number on the smooth side wall was 27% higher than in the experiments, but 2% lower on the ribbed side wall. They attributed the over-prediction to the damping functions [24] that tend to overpredict Nu in smooth ducts by about 10%. However, the present authors argue that the present solver with EASM only over-predicts the Nu with 1% in a smooth square duct with the application of the AKN damping functions. In addition, the main difference between the present study and that of Saidi and Sundén is the use of damping functions in the invariant coefficients, as shown in eqn (20) . Figures 8 and 9 show the fluid-flow and heat-transfer structure of one period. In the simulation results, the main-stream flow turns toward the side wall in the front of the next downstream rib, and this is also true for flow behind the rib very close to the side wall. All of these phenomena can also be observed in the experimental data, Figure 10 , although the resolution is much lower. As can be seen in the experiments, the maximum of the U-velocity component does not occur at the symmetry line, but somewhat closer to the side wall. This can also be observed in the present simulation, as shown in Figure 10c . This shift of the maximum velocity location can be explained by consideration of the secondary flow pattern from the recirculation zone behind the rib, as shown in Figure 8 .
The secondary flow shows a kind of inflow at the corner of the ribbed floor and the side wall, and then turns toward the symmetry line, but before reaching it, it disappears, or in other words amplifies the primary flow or U-velocity components. Experimental investigations proved the existence of a large vortex cell in each halfcross-sectional plane of a one-sided ribbed duct and on top of a rib. The simulations from the EASM model and experiments show similar pattern. The velocity vector field pictures of planes I and II reveal this pattern. However, the secondary flow pattern predicted by the k − − v 2 model, at the midway between two successive ribs, seems very different from the experimental illustration. This secondary flow, predicted by the k − − v 2 model, is mainly due to the sucking by the recirculating flow downstream the ribs, not from the anisotropic Reynolds stresses at the corner. This is mainly because the linear constitutive relation for the Reynolds stress in the k − − v 2 model, which is not capable of taking into account the anisotropic Reynolds stresses in the momentum equations. Regarding this, it might be helpful to use non-linear expressions for the Reynolds stresses to capture this secondary motion, as EASM does.
The vertical velocity component (V ) and its rms-values were measured at the symmetry line (Figure 11a and b) . This velocity component, which is negative just downstream from the rib, is related to the flow entrainment from the main stream to the recirculation bubble. This flow, in which the simulations from both the EASM and k − −v 2 models are in decent agreement with experiments, brings the cold fluid from the main stream in contact with the hot wall and increases the heat transfer. The turbulent fluctuating velocity normal to the floor is believed to be another source for enhancement of the heat transfer. As shown in Figure 11b , it is somewhat over-predicted, which in turn results in a slight over-prediction of the heat-transfer coefficients, as shown in Figure 11c . Regarding the present prediction by the k − − v 2 model, it seems somewhat lower. The study of Ooi et al. [33] is also enclosed, but it gives lower values than the present simulation. They used a slightly lower Prandtl number and they used the Parneix version of the k − − v 2 . The Nusselt number distribution at the symmetry line for the P/e = 12 case taken from the study of Saidi and Sundén [3] is also enclosed, as shown in Figure 11d . The trend is similar to the P/e = 9 case, except that the difference between the predictions from the EASM and AKN models becomes smaller. A possible explanation is that with increasing rib distance, the anisotropy of the Reynolds stress field becomes less, so that even the AKN model can provide a good prediction.
In general, the present simulations by the EASM model are in reasonably good agreement with the experiments, especially the faithful prediction of the secondary motion. It seems that the EASM model performs better than the k − − v 2 model for the 3D case. Therefore, the numerical solution procedure is employed in the following study of the V-shaped ribbed ducts, where secondary motion plays a very important role. Nusselt number at the ribbed wall for P/e = 9, d) Normalized Nusselt number at the ribbed wall for P/e = 12.
Straight duct with two-sided V-shaped ribs
The flow configuration was a straight duct with in-line V-shaped ribs mounted on two opposite walls periodically, as shown in Figure 1c . The angle α of a V-shaped rib in this study can be 90 o and 45 o . The ratio of pitch to rib height (P/e) is equal to 10, and the ratio of rib height to hydraulic diameter (e/D h ) is 0.0625, which are chosen in accordance with Han et al. [17] . Thanks to the periodic and symmetric properties of the geometry, the calculation domain is selected as in Figure 1c , to minimize the computational effort. The computational grid is shown in Figure 12 , which is a multi-block body-fitted mesh. The considered Reynolds numbers range is from 14000 to 35000. Both the ribbed and smooth walls were set as constant heat flux boundaries. Figure 13 shows the normalized average Nusselt number of smooth side wall and ribbed side wall versus Re for transverse and V-shaped ribs, and the Fanning friction factor The ribbed-side normalized Nusselt number is the average value of the entire ribbed side wall (the heat-transfer coefficients on the surfaces of the ribs are not included) Nusselt number of one period. Similarly, the smooth side wall Nusselt number is the average value over a period. First, the results of transverse ribs are compared with the experimental data of Han et al. [17] . Generally speaking, the agreement is good, for both the levels and trends. The prediction of the Fanning friction factor reproduces the experiments very well. On the SSWs, the numerical results are higher than the experiments, while the Nu is under-predicted on the RSWs. This is consistent with the 1s case of Rau et al. [21] . The predicted average Nu for the V-shaped ribs does not seem to be in agreement with the experiments of Han et al., especially for the pressure drop and the Nu at Re = 30, 000 for ribs. In the experiments of Han et al. 40 thermocouples were used to measure the temperature on the walls of 10 periods, i.e., 4 thermocouples for each period, and the errors were estimated to be 8%. It might be reasonably accurate for transverse ribs, because the temperature is quite even both on the smooth side wall and ribbed side wall for transverse ribs. However, the distribution becomes very uneven for V-shaped ribs, and as an effect the measure- thermography, especially for temperatures that are not too high. Unfortunately, for this specific configuration there is no experimental study reported using LC. The thermal results show that the ribs provide higher Nusselt number than transverse ribs and ribs, on both the smooth side wall and ribbed side wall. In addition, the ribs have better heat-transfer enhancement than transverse ribs. All of these are consistent with the experiments of Han et al., although the values are not all in good agreement.
Mean thermal-hydraulic characteristics
In the simulation results, the Fanning friction factors of transverse ribs are almost half that of the V-shaped ribs, which are over-predicted compared to the experiments of Han et al. Another important point is that ribs induced a larger friction factor, or, higher pressure drop. This is detected both by the experiments and weakly by the calculations. It is mainly caused by the up-flow at the middle of the ribs. This up-flow induces a recirculation downstream, like the recirculation downstream of a cylinder, which consequently causes a larger drag force. Similarly, the ribs also induce a similar kind of recirculation at the close smooth side wall region, which is good for heat transfer there. The ribs provide higher heat-transfer coefficients and a lower pressure drop than the ribs, so the ribs obviously outperform the ribs. This can be explained from both the favorable secondary flow induced by the angled ribs and vortex stretching near the ribbed side wall, which will be discussed in detail in the following sections.
Heat transfer enhancement on the ribbed side wall
First, the secondary flows, at Re = 30, 000, close to the ribbed side wall are illustrated in Figure 14 . 45 o V-shaped ribs induce stronger fluid flow near the ribbed side wall than 90 o ribs, which is beneficial for the thinning of the thermal boundary layer there and the mixing between cold and hot parts. Furthermore, the secondary flow induced by ribs pointing in different directions is now examined. It can be observed that ribs bring fluid heated by the smooth side wall to the ribbed side wall, while ribs bring fluids from the cool main-stream flow to the ribbed side wall. The cooler fluid in contact with the hot ribbed floor will result in lower local wall temperatures (Figure 14b and c) , because the heat flux is kept equal and constant for both cases. The lower wall temperature will lead to higher heat-transfer coefficients because the bulk temperature is the same for both cases in each crosssection.
Secondly, the higher heat-transfer coefficient on the ribbed side wall (Figure 15b ) for the ribs can also be explained by the vortex line stretching near the wall, as shown in Figure 16b . As discussed in [18] , the vortex line is bent into a V-shaped form similar to the ribs if the vortex line is close to the wall. The vortex line will be stretched and the vorticity amplified by the velocity gradients in the vicinity of the ribs. Consequently, the vortex line now has both axial and spanwise components. The axial component is associated with the secondary flow, while the spanwise component has similar behavior to the original vortex line. For the ribs, the axial vorticity components (Figure 16b ) will act as an inflow pair of vortices resulting in thinning of the boundary-layer and enhancing the heat transfer on the ribbed side wall (Figure 15b ). For the ribs, an outflow vortex pair (Figure 16a ) will occur and the boundary layer thickness is increased, which decreases the local heat transfer.
Thirdly, the higher heat-transfer coefficient on the ribbed side wall for the ribs can also be explained by the vortex-pair directions, as shown in Figure 17 . The ribs induce an inflow vortex pair, as shown in Figure 17b . The inflow vortex pair will stretch and thin the boundary layer between the two vortices, resulting in higher heat-transfer coefficients there, as shown in Figure 15b . However, the secondary flow induced by ribs acts in a contrary manner, inducing outflow vortices as shown in Figure 17a . Consequently, lower heat-transfer enhancement is achieved on the ribbed wall, as shown in Figure 15a .
Heat-transfer enhancement on the smooth side wall
The secondary motions in the cross-section at the midway position between two successive ribs are shown in Figure 18 . V-shaped ribs, compared to transverse ribs, promote much stronger secondary flow. This stronger secondary flow is mainly due to a kind of swirl motion induced by the angled ribs, but not turbulent stresses, which are the main mechanism for transverse ribs. In Figure 18 , one also observes the direction of the secondary motion of different V-pointing directions. The secondary motion induced by ribs impinges on the smooth side wall, after cooling the ribbed side wall. This impingement provides a very high heat-transfer rate, as shown in Figure 19b , and serves as the explanation why higher heat transfer is also achieved on the smooth side wall from ribs. On the other hand, the secondary flow, induced by ribs, forms an inflow vortex pair on the smooth side wall. Accordingly, higher heat transfer coefficients can be observed on the upper part of the smooth side wall, which is the inflow region, as shown in Figure 19a . However, the overall heat-transfer (Nu = 101.5) enhancement is not as good as for ribs, for which the average Nusselt number is 116.6.
Concluding remarks
The present solver and applied turbulence models were evaluated and judged by comparison with detailed experimental data. Local heat-transfer and fluid-flow characteristics have been achieved in 2D ribbed channels and 3D square ducts with transverse and V-shaped ribs for various Reynolds number. The main conclusions established are:
• The k − − v 2 model gave good prediction for the main-stream fluid flow for the 2D case. However, the secondary flow can not be captured in the 3D cases, due to the linear constitutive relationship for the Reynolds stresses. The EASM model behaves contrarily.
• The k− −v 2 model provided good Nusselt-number predictions for the highRe cases, but under-prediction for the low-Re case, while the EASM model does a good job. In addition, the AKN and EASM predicted the Nusseltnumber distribution shape very well, although the level was over-predicted for the high-Re cases.
• In order to improve the prediction of the ribbed ducts, it is suggested to study the combination of EASM with the k− −v 2 model in future work, i.e., using a four-equation model as the basis, while constructing anisotropic expressions for Reynolds stresses from the EASM model. In this way, improved near-wall features will hopefully be captured without the ad hoc damping functions.
• In-line V-shaped 45 o ribs performed superior compared to those pointing downstream and transverse ribs. This better performance is mainly due to the secondary flow induced by the angled ribs. The main objective of creating a secondary flow is to establish and/or improve the exchange of fluid between the core region (main stream) and the wall region, and/or make the boundary layer thinner near the walls, thus to increase the temperature gradient at the walls.
ribs fulfill both of these criteria properly, because they induce inflow vortex pairs near the ribbed side wall, and the secondary flows impinge on the smooth side wall to increase the turbulence intensity near the walls. This also contributes to the understanding of the contradictions between different experiments. Further investigations are recommended to study staggered ribs, to determine the mechanisms of heat-transfer enhancement of the V-shaped ribs in such configurations. Such results are also relevant when the disagreement between various experiments is analyzed.
